MOBILITY EXCHANGE REPORT

We would like to receive a report of your mobility (minimum 1 page A4) and to help you hereby some
questions:
- Why have you decided to do a mobility experience?
- What did you do in order to organise and do your mobility?
- How was the impact with the country and place of your mobility?
- What did you study / do at the host university / host structure?
- What will you remember the most about this experience?
- Would you recommend this experience: yes / no, why?
- If you could go back, what would you change about this experience?
- Tips and suggestions for future exchange students
- Other (town, people etc)
Thank you for sending us some significant photos (jpeg format) or videos of your experience that will then
be used on the website of the International Office, our SUPSI Facebook page and the departments. The
minimum number required is 3/4 photographs that depict you in different situations of daily life; Optional
sending a video selfie of up to 1 minute. Photos should be related to caption.
Possible examples for the report material:
♣ Photo of the university / workplace
♣ Photos of the city / town where you have been in mobility
♣ Group photo or yourself during your free time / going out with the school
♣ Photo during the stage / studio
♣ Photos that depict glimpses of everyday life
♣ Video-selfie in the city or in one of the sites mentioned in the previous examples
♣ A picture of yourself
The report and the pictures must be send to: international@supsi.ch
EXAMPLE OF REPORT (all purely invented):
Luca Bresolin, a student of Business Economics who
stayed in Madrid at the university
Comillas, Spain, Spring semester 2015/2016:
"Madrid is a beautiful city as so was my
mobility experience! Thanks to the SEMP program
I had the opportunity to expand my
Language skills, my scholastic and cultural knowledge.
Leaving was a tough choice since
I never had the opportunity to travel alone
earlier, but thanks to the support of
the International Office and my companions on sit, I
could set in a very short time. I recommend to everyone
to do this experience and leave!!
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